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The Pocket Library Project
“Shh!” Or, “Welcome, come in.” How best to invite a visitor to the library? A library is
a space of silence, contemplation, individual absorption. They can be vast cathedrals of
print, or as small as a phone box. You might go there to track down a specific text, or
perhaps you’re there to discover something new.
I remember what it was like to visit the library as a child in the early 2000s. You could
spend hours there, browsing, reading, lounging on bean bags. Walking to the checkout with
armfuls of books. In my memories the place is always filled with sunshine. Now, however, if
I use the library at all, it is a stressful, harried occasion. I am there to find something, get it,
get out. Most of the time I don’t find it. Almost every time, I never talk to another living
soul. Is this an ordinary consequence of growing up, or something more disquieting?
According to The Guardian, libraries are facing the ‘greatest crisis’ in their history,
with hundreds closed in the last ten years, and thousands more suffering under reduced
opening hours, reduced services, and staff cuts. The government is pinching the councils,
the councils are pinching the libraries, and we are feeling the pinch. I wanted to find out
whether I could reclaim something of what was lost from libraries by myself. So, I decided to
create my own pop-up library, DIY, with as small a budget as possible.
There were two things I was absolutely certain I wanted to achieve. First, I wanted to
visitors to fully engage in the library experience – there would be no ‘self-checkout’ system.
Second, I wanted to focus the collection strictly on new writing, by students within my
cohort, that might not have found readers elsewhere.
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Most of the problems I ran into came up during the conceptualisation of the project.
My original idea was to manufacture as many as thirty, individual, miniature, hardback books. These would be shelved on a purpose-built, miniature bookcase, and I would
operate a small lending library from a cupboard. My friends, with experience in printing,
instantly advised against this. Factors working against me were these: time, to lay out the
pages in a way that they could be printed and bound on unconventional page sizes; skills, to
sort and bind these pages myself; and, money, to pay someone to do what I hadn’t the
experience to do myself. I was short of all three, and although I remain attached to this idea,
I decided to take my friends’ shrewd advice and rehash the project so that I could focus
more on re-creating the library experience and less on the pipe dream of becoming a oneman printing press.
While talking to my friends, they pointed out to me that they access a lot of what
they read online. There are several websites dedicated to publishing new writing, and it’s
also much easier, in this day and age, to purchase ebooks rather than print books. At my
parents’, there are hardly any books at all – just two Kindles. If I accepted that one thing
standing in the way of people visiting my library was the digital vs physical conflict, was
there a way that this could be used to my advantage? I wondered whether I could muddy
the barrier between physical and digital, in a way that could be engaging and thoughtprovoking.
I envisioned a system in which visitors would have to physically check out a tag with
a QR code printed on it, which would take them to a digital copy of the book that they
wanted to borrow, for as short a time as possible. Fifteen to twenty minutes, and then they
would be kicked off the site. With this method of lending I also saw the opportunity to
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expand the content available from text-only to a more multi-dimensional experience. I
wanted to record the submissions I received, and use sound effects and interesting audio
elements, to give the pieces something that might have been otherwise lost on a bright
screen. However, I could not conceive of a way to implement this effectively and coherently.
To host these pieces on a website with a time limit unique to each user, while also
incorporating audio elements, required a skillset I lacked and did not have the time or
money to acquire. It would also require each visitor to the library to come prepared with an
internet-ready device and headphones, or for me to have a number of devices available for
users. This was not impossible, but the idea was seeming to me to have become too
complicated and I worried it would impede people’s enjoyment of the library.
In the end, I settled for a compromise. I would cheaply print one copy of each book,
on high-quality A4 paper, while also building a website on which to display the works.
Tumblr provides a free service which is easy-to-use. Each book would have its own Tumblr
site that I could easily link back to a library homepage. To encourage ‘lending’ the books
online, I would password-lock each site with a unique password that only I could give out
(see Appendix 6).
The rest of the preparations ran like clockwork. I received fourteen submissions (one
from myself), though two people pulled out, leaving me with twelve. I printed these at a
local printshop and organised them into three categories: 6 works of prose, 5 works of
poetry, and a single work of drama. I procured Room 205 of 4 University Gardens for the
18th of April, thinking that its on-campus location might encourage students and staff not
affiliated with the Creative Writing Department to attend. I also designed and printed
posters and flyers and distributed these around the West End (see Appendix 1). Finally, I
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printed and stapled together the books, carved a stamp from lino, created lending
timesheets (see Appendix 4) and purchased refreshments and a book for leaving comments
(see Appendix 5). I also borrowed an Instax camera to make personalised library cards (see
Appendix 2).
The costs to prepare the materials required for the library were very low. The room
was free. For the card used for front and back book covers, the lino and lino tools required
to make the stamp, I paid around £7. To print the books on 190gsm card cost £9.84. I spent
an additional £16 to make 20 posters and 40 flyers, bringing the total cost to around £33.
On the day of the Pocket Library, I wasn’t sure what, or whom to expect. I laid out
the books according to their categories and set out the snacks. I hoped to see at least one
face I didn’t know. For the first hour, nobody arrived. Then, four people arrived at once. I
had only prepared two lending timesheets, thinking that visitors might check out one book,
read it, and leave. So, I was happily surprised when visitors kept coming up to check out
more books. More than one person told me their goal was to read all twelve. Many people
stayed in the library for over an hour, relaxing, chatting occasionally.
The main stereotype of libraries that comes to mind for me is this atmosphere of
enforced silence. Although I did play the part of the librarian and occasionally “Ssh!” the
library-goers for laughs, I found that this sense of quiet isn’t, or doesn’t have to be, forced at
all. People chatted in the Pocket Library, but there moments when I saw, from the vantage
point of my desk, each of my visitors fall into their own little quiet places, unexpectedly and
happily absorbed.
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From that point on there was always at least one person with me in the library,
except for an hour between 13:47 and 14:55. During that time I recorded two livestreams
on Instagram of myself reading a couple of pieces from the collection (see Appendix 3).
In total, there were fourteen visitors to the Pocket Library, and each borrowed at
least two books. The total number of times books were checked out was eighty-three. You
can see, at a glance, which books were the most popular according to the number of stamps
they have (see Appendix 4). When I crunch the numbers like this, I consider the library a
roaring success. I think it shows real engagement with the project, and I myself felt very
busy, constantly scribbling down the details of each book borrowed on the lending
timesheets (you can see the places where several books were lent in the space of only a
couple of minutes).
Of all the visitors to the Pocket Library, there were only two I did not recognise –
these were a contributor I had never met before and her friend. In this respect I am a little
disappointed that the Pocket Library did not seem to reach out to people beyond my
classmates and my friends. I suspect that the timing, in the heart of the exam period, and
the location may have put potential visitors off. People not affiliated with the university
were, I realised in hindsight, unlikely to go out of their way to come to a relatively obscure
on-campus building. This and perhaps the fact that the poster was a little lacking in
information. I had wanted the poster to carry an air of mystery to draw people in, but
maybe this was obfuscating.
As well as this, the website did not garner the additional attention that I hoped it
would. The QR code on the posters I distributed links directly to the website, but most
visitors were unaware of its existence when I asked them about it. I suppose in some way
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this disproves the notion that more people are accessing more writing online, though a
more likely explanation is that it might not have been advertised clearly enough. The
password-protection, I suspect, much like my QR code idea, was an impediment rather than
an incentive to access new writing. Because of this, I decided to remove the passwords the
day after the Pocket Library exhibition.
Despite this, the comments I received that day were extremely heartening. I wrote
some suggestive questions on the whiteboard in the room to encourage people: “What do
libraries mean to you? How do you access new writing? What do you think of the pieces you
read today?” A few people wrote that the Pocket Library reminded them of their childhood
experiences in libraries, while others pointed out the quality and variety of the writing they
had discovered. Several expressed an interest for the library to be expanded or to return in
some way (see Appendix 5 for full comments).
I hadn’t considered before the option to do the Pocket Library again. On reflection,
however, I think there could be many benefits to repeating the experience. I could exhibit
the works of Creative Writing students each year in an environment that does away with the
stress of publishing and critique, and instead promotes enjoyment and discovery. In this
way, I could also grow the online version of the library and create a kind of living archive of
student writing that could work to promote it alongside the existing (but perhaps more
exclusive) venues of From Glasgow to Saturn and live reading events. If I did this, I would be
careful, next time, to spend longer promoting it throughout the university, perhaps giving
announcements in undergraduate lectures and approaching publications like The Skinny and
Westender. I would also attempt to find a more neutral location in the hopes of attracting
people not affiliated with the university. The experience of running the Pocket Library has
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left me with a strong feeling that there is a desire to encounter writing in a communal,
supportive setting. Somewhere less profit-driven than bookshops, where you feel rushed to
buy and leave, and somewhere less anonymous than what our hollowed-out libraries have
become.
Upon researching pop-up libraries, I found that my idea was not original but in fact
the latest iteration of a long-running trend. This research also confirmed what I had
expected to find – that just because there are fewer libraries, and fewer people accessing
libraries, this does not mean that there is no demand. A paper called “Exploring pop-up
libraries in practice” outlines a range of different ways pop-up libraries have, well, popped
up over the last decade in Australia, both physically and digitally. It’s a report which aims to
help libraries use the concept of a pop-up to engage and excite the public.
Closer to home, I discovered the Inverclyde Pop-Up Library Project, which aimed to
make books and library services more accessible to children by reaching out to the public.
The librarian writing the report expressed surprise that many families still held an
unforgiving stereotype of librarians as shushing bureaucrats, eager to punish individuals for
unpaid library fines. She felt, however, that the pop-up library did much good work in
rectifying this misconception.
I would also be remiss not to mention the excellent Rattle Library, a pop-up library
located at Glasgow Autonomous Space in the Southside, which once a month lends out its
collection of radical and political texts and zines.
I am proud to lend my Pocket Library (pardon the pun) to this ever-growing
community of pop-up libraries. When I started the project I initially thought that it was just
a cute idea; an opportunity to create books for my classmates and play as a librarian. I didn’t
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expect to have people be so eager to play along with me. While I have identified the
setbacks and shortcomings I inevitably encountered along the way, I have to conclude that
the project was a success. Through the Pocket Library, visitors were exposed to new writing,
engaged with the library with enthusiasm, and found a quiet, welcoming space in which to
do so. I think, in some small way, I have pushed back against the threats facing modern-day
libraries, and I whole-heartedly encourage others to do the same.
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Appendices:
1. Poster & distribution

The Pocket Library poster. Initial design idea was mine, though it was cleaned up and edited
by my friend Jacob Tomlinson (https://www.jacobtomlinson.com/)
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Photo showing some distribution of posters, both on-campus and off. Pictures from left-toright: Bennu Café, Boyd Orr Building, Reading Room, Ashton Lane.
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2. Photos of the library

Room 205, 4 University Gardens.

The librarian at her desk, mid-stamp. To the left a whiteboard advertises the website.
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The books. Printed on card and 190gsm paper, bound with staples. Each colour
corresponded to its category: blue for prose, lilac for poetry, and yellow for drama (not
pictured)
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The whiteboard. Text explaining how to use the library. Was cleaned to the best of the
author’s ability beforehand
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An example of the library cards handed out. Polaroid image glued onto a piece of card, with
the card-holder’s name and a Pocket Library stamp added.

3. Livestream video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlgZhmehjl4

Unlisted YouTube video of one of the livestreams recorded during the Pocket Library.
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4. Timesheets and stamp-sheets
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Lending timesheets. Provides info on which books were lent, at what time, to whom.
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20

21

22

23

24

The inside stamp-sheets of nearly all of the books. Number of stamps = number of times lent.
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5. Comments

Pages 1 & 2 of comment book.
Page 1 transcribed:
“Being a kid in a library, now I access online.”
“I’m trying to read them all… I let you know if I succeed – Dan”
“Never a library like it. Fantastic service, unassuming space”
“A very happy library. You could make it mobile & tour Scotland in a horse and cart”
“What a fantastic idea. We are all sitting reading and enjoying new writing. We want more”
“Wonderful! I think you should keep it going, it’s such a cool idea! Also excellent snacks and I
love my library card”
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“So good to read and be able to see so many distinct voices. My advice, read them all!”
“Escaping Reality in a neutral space. Go read, exist somewhere new and known at the same
time”
“This is amazing! I hope this continues and grows. Also perfect timing, such a lovely break
from the stress that comes with this time of year!”
“I love having similar covers for all the works, so my selections were random & often
rewarding! Such a fun use of space & details like the stamps, pictured cards & diluting juice
are just brilliant. Brava!”
Page 2 transcribed:
“This library has been such a wonderful experience. It really brings back the childhood joy of
checking out books from the library, and all of the work is so high quality! It’s been a delight
to while away an hour reading & chatting (I would love to see more pocket libraries in the
future!)”
“I loved going to the library when I was younger. I was in Chatterbooks book group growing
up. My tiny local library has now been shut down ☹. This wee library makes me think of all
the sweet memories! All the pieces I read today were great, this is a really cool way to
experience new writing, and it being one day only makes it feel special!”
“I really enjoyed visiting the pocket library, such a cool idea! All the work put into it really
shows and it’s a neat way of experiencing new, short works. All the best!”
“My mum works in a library and if she could see how tidy and organised this place is and
how simple the check-out system is, she would do a sigh of relief that would last 100 years. I
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really enjoy the quirky and bespoke nature of the library and would be eager to return to kick
it with some lit-bros, on the reg.”
“Great idea Ruthie, loved the process of acting out a borrowing – Steve”
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6. Website

https://pocketlibraryglasgow.tumblr.com/

The homepage of the Pocket Library website. From here, visitors can access three “Shelves”:
prose, poetry, and drama. Each “Shelf” contains links to every work collected by the library.
Each site has a background image and had a password directly pertaining to the work.

https://iarriveistandandiwait.tumblr.com/

Anejli Cadermanpulle’s page. The password was: thankyouamazon
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https://soberdemonsdrunkenangels.tumblr.com/

A.C. Ironside’s site. Password was: romeisburning

https://juvenilia2011.tumblr.com/

Ruthie Kennedy’s site. Password was: patheticpuddle
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https://shewantedtosaysomething.tumblr.com/

Miriam Methuen-Jones’ site. Password was: goodboy

https://apoemin5parts.tumblr.com/

Meredith Thompson’s site. Password was: sleepisanasshole
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https://mymotherwasdutiful.tumblr.com/

Felicity Anderson-Nathan’s site. Password was: mystiffspinningwheel

https://lavenderandthevolunteer.tumblr.com/

Suki Hollywood’s site. Password was: thegreataziz
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https://terremotodeamparo.tumblr.com/

Maria Iriondo’s site. Password was: shelter

https://smallsmallchange.tumblr.com/

Jill Korn’s site. Password was: okgoogle
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https://boysoldier1969.tumblr.com/

Molly Moylan Brown’s site. Password was: cottondoesntburn

https://allbecomesvicara.tumblr.com/

Stephen Rigley’s site. Password was: righty-o
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https://aplaycalledwings.tumblr.com/

Daniel Husson’s site. Password was: birdwatchingiscool
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